
Well everyone, you thought you had escaped, ran away,
been freed from the shackles of the ramblings of the infamous
speller known as Palerider.  Well, I am here today to say…FEAR
THE PALE!!!!  I HAVE RETURNED!!!  Yet on the good side of
that, the legendary [CS] Newsletter has been raised from the depths
of the [CS] newsroom.  IcePrincess was finally able to get Jedi to
release me from my grammar school remediation and allow me to
come back to annoy the masses once again.

There are many of the same faces that you have seen in the
past and some new ones hopefully to come down the pipe.  As
many of our faithful have seen, there have been a few changes here
at [CS].  In the next couple of editions, we here at the [CS] News-
letter are going focus on many of these changes…for better or for
worse.

On a more personal note, I want to say some things about
past and present staff here at the [CS] Newsletter.  You may or may
not know, but there are only two of the original Newsletter staffers
left, IcePrincess and myself.  Those within the clan, or have been
around awhile know what IP as we call her, must go through when
she edits the NL.  First she has to try to decipher what the heck I
am trying to say.  Once that is done, she then is tasked with figuring
out what grammar (or lack of to be more accurate) I decided to use.
I prefer a combination of Spanish, French and Creole (since no one
really knows what they are saying to begin with, so I can pretty
much make up whatever I want).

After IP takes a few Excedrin Extra Strength, she then tasks
herself editing and proofing everyone else’s articles.  Then they are
sent to me to place in the NL and design it.  From there it goes to
the whole staff for proofing.  Once I get the green light from every-
one, it is sent out to the awaiting masses.

So please, when you get a spare moment send IP an, “I am
sooo sorry” PM or email.  If you really want to thank her, Spam
Joabs’ email instead, joab@dodchristiansoldiers.com.

In case many of you do not know, I recently made a big
change in my life.  I packed up my family and moved to Raleigh
North Carolina.  This has been an interesting experience, and one
that I am going to subject all of you too in the next few NL’s.  So
wait with baited breath, “Pale in the South…why I did not need to
bring a toothbrush.”

Enough is enough…ENJOY EVRYONE!  It is good to be
BACK!

Palerider….Editor of nothing and official annoyer of IP and
Joab.

Head Fer Them Thar HILLS!



The Granddaddy of
all Assault Weapons
By [CS] Scubadvr

Officially named the Mashinenpistol-44, or
MP-44, and renamed to the Sturmgewehr-44 (“Storm
Weapon”) by Hitler, this WWII-era German weapon
is widely considered the precursor to all modern
assault rifles.

The entire history of the development of the
StG-44 is too lengthy (and boring) for this short
article.  Suffice it to say that the German army
realized in the opening phases of WWII, particu-
larly on the Russian Front, that the old paradigm of
equipping the infantry with high-powered, long-
range rifles no longer fit into the new field of
combat.  Most fighting involved engaging an
enemy at much closer ranges (within 200 meters),
forcing the Germans to rethink their doctrine of
using heavy machine guns as a primary infantry
component, backed up by riflemen in a support

On the Hot Seat with [CS] ]V[ongoose
By [CS] NoOne

What is your favorite movie?
I have too many to list.  Basically anything in which the good guys overcome evil through some

struggle and where the good guys aren’t whimps.  Gladiator, Braveheart, Ben Hur, Horatio
Hornblower, etc. are all good examples. I like Star Wars, but my favorite character was Han Solo (I
couldn’t take the conflicted whimp of Luke Skywalker).

Who is your favorite actor?
I used to like Mel Gibson and Clint Eastwood.  They both went a little whacko lately.  Can’t say

I have any favorites.

Who, in your opinion is the best band/singer of all time?
John Elefante / Kansas. I know a little old for some of you.  I also like Boston and Queen.

Llama’s can sing? continued on  page 4

Hot Seat continued on page 3

Granddaddy continued on page 5

The Llama’s Perspective: Song
Lyrics

I am a fan of good music. The CS forums
even contain a continuing topic where members
post their favorite songs, and it includes some
fantastic choices. Sadly, a great many songs are
simply heinous: more to the point, their lyrics are
heinous. Take for instance the inexplicable hit
song  “Achy Breaky Heart” . After this debacle we
should have never seen or heard from Billy Ray
Cyrus again, but not only did the song become a
hit, his career is still afloat. He has even spawned
a multi-millionaire singing daughter. The title
“Achy Breaky Heart” is bad enough, but the lyrics
are worse.

“You can tell the world you never was my
girl”

The opening line of the
song is grammatically
incorrect, which bodes
ill for the rest of the
lyrics.

“You can tell my
arms to go back
onto the phone

You can tell my feet
to hit the floor



What is your favorite car?
My kids raz me about this because they say this means I am getting old, but I REALLY like the

Chrysler 300

What is the origin of your name?
Riki Tiki Tavi -read the story, it is part of the Jungle Book by Kipling - beat the serpent with

cunning, courage and quickness.  I used to fancy myself as all of those (when I played UT).  Now I
just have courage left. I keep playing DoD to keep working on my speed.  Maybe it will come back.  I
think the cunning is long gone.

Who is your favorite DoD target?
Wow, so many to choose from.  I tend to use the short range weapons and sneak up on people.

My favorite targets are always the ones that plant in some key place with the MG or sniper.  If I can
get to you, I will be on you like white on rice (most likely with a punch kill).

What is your ultimate goal in life?
To glorify God and serve Him forever.  I know I took that right out of the Westminster Cat

echism, but it is perfect.  The most important outworking of that is to raise children that seek the
same.

If you were an animal, what would you be?
Uh.  Is this a trick question.  Mongoose.

What is your favorite color?
Brown.  Just kidding.  For some reason everyone seems fascinated with that lately.  Especially

if combined with pink.  I don’t get it.  My favorite color is green.

What is your favorite food?
Shish Kabob (that would be lamb) and rice pilaf.  More conventionally, anything from

McDonald’s.

What is your most hated food?
Seafood of almost any kind.  That is really weird given how much time I spend in Boston.

In five words or less, sum yourself up:
Cunning, Courageous, Quick...oh wait, that’s right, not me.
I am not very good at describing myself, so I will tell you what others have said.
A natural leader, fair and motivating.

Hot Seat continued from page 2



Llama’s can sing? continued from pge 2

Llama’s can sing? continued on  page 5

Or you can tell my lips to tell my fingertips

They won’t be reaching out for you no more”

My 6-year old son could write better lyrics than this.
He would also know to use “were” in place of “was” in
the opening line. And leaving aside the obvious point
that body parts are not autonomous, just why would
the harlot who dumped our song’s protagonist tell his
lips to give a message to his fingertips? Why not tell
the fingertips directly? And how do his arms going
back on the phone indicate a break up has occurred?

“Or tell your Aunt Louise, tell anything you
please

Myself already knows that I’m okay”

What makes this song so atrocious is that the
songwriter not only discards proper grammar (Myself
already knows that I’m okay?) but that the lyrics are so
insipid that they either were actually written by a 6-
year old or else the songwriter purposely, with malice,
strung together the most juvenile words he/she could
think of to put to music the story of a man getting
dumped. I’m surprised the words “poopie” and “butt”
are not found in this song; that’s how infantile the

lyrics are.

Speaking of poopie,
this next example is
truly a bowel
movement put to
words. And it is yet
another example of a
horrible mess that
became a hit song. I
speak of “Muskrat
Love” by Captain and
Tennille.

“Muskrat, Muskrat, candle light

Doin’ the town and doin’ it right in the evenin’

It’s pretty pleasin’

Muskrat Suzie, Muskrat Sam

Do the jitterbug at a Muskrat Land

And they shimmy, Sam is so skinny”

This song is proof that idiocy in song lyrics
existed prior to “Achy Breaky Heart”.
Apparently two muskrats, Suzie and Sam, are in
love and celebrating a romantic evening
together. And apparently whoever wrote this
tripe could think of nothing better to rhyme
with “shimmy” than the word “skinny” (which
doesn’t even actually rhyme).

“Nibblin’ on bacon

Chewin’ on cheese”

If I were going to write a song about two
rodents falling in love I cannot imagine that
“bacon” would end up in the lyrics. I don’t know
what the diet of muskrats is, but I doubt it
includes swine or cheese. And these animals are
rodents— nearly as ugly as opossums.  You are
probably most familiar with muskrats as
roadkill so making them the subject of a love
song is curious indeed.

Our final example of truly bad song
lyrics is the song “Saturday in the Park” by
Chicago, a very overrated band. How they
became successful is beyond me, especially
given songs like this one. For brevity’s sake I
won’t actually post the lyrics, but suffice to say
that the song tells of someone who is in the park
on a Saturday. First this person thinks it’s the
Fourth of July, then we’re told that we’d think it
was the Fourth of July, followed by the notion
that every day in the park is the Fourth of July.
Whoever is in the park has also been very much
looking forward to this day, though we’re not
told why. The song intends to tell a story of
some kind but never gets around to finishing it.
We keep getting sidetracked as to whether it is
or is not the
Fourth of
July. Making
this story
even more
garbled is
the non
sequitur
about slow
motion
riders flying
colors in the
sky and a
bronze man
who tells
stories his



Llama’s can sing? continued from pge 4

role.  Additionally, the K98 (developed in
1898), while an excellent rifle, proved much
too long and heavy for effective use by
armored troops, even in its “short” (Kurz -
K98K) version. After all, it’s tough to
handle a K98K inside a tank.  Submachine
guns like the
MP40 helped fill
the need for a
shorter, lighter
weapon, and had
a high rate of fire, but were inaccurate at
much beyond 50 meters.  The StG-44
provided the perfect solution to all these
problems.

Combining the advantages of a rifle,
light machine gun and machine pistol, the
StG-44 made its debut as the MP-43 in
1943, after a series of production cancella-

tions by Hitler of numerous weapons programs.
Different production runs of the weapon resulted in
the designations of MP-43 and MP-44.  At one
point during the testing phase, Hitler reportedly
asked a group of generals from the Eastern Front
what they needed, and one general replied, “More
of these new rifles!”  Hitler then supposedly test-
fired the MP-44 himself and was so pleased with
its performance that he ordered the name changed
to the Sturmgewehr and authorized its full produc-
tion.  Recognizing the propaganda potential, the
weapon was renamed from a “Machine-Pistol, year
1944” to the “Assault Rifle, year 1944.”  The
StG44 was born.

The new weapon also fired a new cartridge,
based on the venerable 7.92x57mm (.30 cal equiva-
lent) cartridge used in the K98K.  This new car-
tridge, however, was much shorter (33mm), and
was called the 7.92x33mm Kurz (Short) cartridge.

This round, less powerful than a rifle bullet,
but more powerful than a pistol round, made for a
compact, relatively lightweight cartridge that could
still travel a decent range and pack a punch.  It also
allowed rapid automatic fire without a complete
loss of control.  With a fully-loaded 30-round
detachable magazine, the StG-44 was a formidable
weapon indeed.

There were even moderately-successful
attempts to create different curved barrels for the
StG-44, for shooting around corners.  They
worked, and the 30-degree bent barrel even had a

Granddaddy continued from page 2

Granddaddy continued on page 6

own way. Then the children of the world are
reminded that all is not lost, apparently
because of the actions of the slow motion
riders and the bronze man. The story the lyrics
tell seemingly concludes near the end when
we’re told that a real celebration awaits us if
we really want it. However, this is followed by
the mention that the central character of the
song has been waiting for a long time for the
day. We are not told what day (possibly the
day of real celebration, although he might also
be waiting for the day when the bronze man
finishes his story). When the song has ended
we are confused. Was it the Fourth of July or
not? What is the man in the song actually
waiting for? What in the world is a slow
motion rider?

Llama’s can sing? continued on  page 6



decent level of accuracy at 100 yards, but each ver-
sion was limited to very few rounds fired before the
barrels needed replacement, rendering the idea im-
practical for battlefield use.

OK, there are at least several readers now won-
dering, “What the heck is [CS] Scooby doing, telling
us about a has-been DoD weapon, when we’re all
uber l33t CoD4 playurz now?”  Well, let me tell you.
That AK-47 (the world’s most prolific assault rifle),
and Hechler & Koch G3 you love to use in CoD4, as
well as the Spanish CETME (HK Variant) and the
Belgian FAL, all trace their design lineages directly

back to the StG44.
  There’s even a civilian version of the HK-G3,

the HK-91, available in semi-automatic.  Comparing
the modern HK-91 to the StG44 reveals just how
venerable a design the old Huns concocted:

There are very few surviving copies of the StG-
44 remaining.  The majority of those belong to WWII
re-enactors, private collectors and museums.  The last
time I heard, you could still find one occasionally in
the $10,000 range.  Maybe [CS] could take up a
collection for me......

Granddaddy continued from page 5

Garret, we finally found the prob-
lem you have been having...

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

[CS] Newsletter Staff

[CS] IcePrincess
[CS] Joab
[CS] Scubadvr
[CS] Palerider
[CS] Frostbite (when he turns his
stuff in...)

Please feel free to visit the Newsletter
section fo the forums.  We would love
to hear letters to the editor(s), com-
ment, suggetsions and or praises   If
you would rather not, send all com-

plaints here:
gopher@dodchristiansoldiers.com

It is the Llama’s considered opinion
that songs such as these should be removed
from musical libraries everywhere and never
aired on radio or TV again. The Llama also
believes that such songs should never find their
way into our forums (and I know someone will
now post one or all of the songs mentioned
herein). Remember, if the songwriter cannot be
bothered to engage in cognitive thought when
writing a song you should stay away from it
and warn your friends to do likewise. Not to
mention, muskrats Aunt Louise deserve better
than this.

Llama’s can sing? continued from page 5


